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Save Your Skin, Save the Planet with Organiberry 

The Australian Soap Berry 

Swap Your Laundry Detergent for Eco-Friendly Soap Nuts! 

Easily Clean Your Clothes the Natural Way 

[CTA] Purchase Organiberry Now 

Is Your Laundry Routine Eco-Friendly? 

Most laundry detergents contain harsh chemicals that linger on your clothes, causing skin irritation 

and even allergic reactions! Also, when you’ve finished the laundry, the detergent goes out with the 

wastewater, contaminating waterways and harming wildlife. 

Not to mention that detergents come in large plastic bottles that often aren’t recyclable, contributing 

to plastic waste that pollutes our oceans! 

If only there was a way to sustainably source natural soap that goes right back into the Earth… 

Introducing Soap Nuts! 

Soapnuts are a macadamia-sized berry from the Sapindus Mukorossi tree. The berries are cracked 

open and dried in the sun, producing a dark golden shell. These are the soap nuts, which contain 

high levels of saponins.  

Just like soap, saponins produce a lather that removes dirt and oil. The difference is, there are no 

harsh chemicals that harm your skin or the planet — saponins are 100% natural, hypoallergenic, 

and just as powerful as synthetic options! 

Plus, they’re antibacterial and anti-fungal, so you can get a truly deep clean by using soap nuts. No 

more stinky clothes! 

Mother Nature’s Soap — Better for Earth, Better for 
You! 

Thanks to their saponins, soapnuts do a fantastic job of cleaning without synthetic chemicals. Plus, 

they’re easy to use, and once you’re done, simply send them back to Mother Nature.  

- 100% natural, sustainably sourced from the soap berry tree 

- Harvested and dried through traditional, ethical practices  

- No pollution of waterways or landfills 

- No parabens, phosphates, or dyes 

- Absorb carbon dioxide and produce oxygen 

- Reusable up to 6 times 

- 100% biodegradable and compostable 

- Naturally releases oil and dirt from clothing 

- No need for fabric softeners or odour removers 

- Not tested on animals  
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Soapnuts clean deeper than traditional detergent. After all, who’s better at innovation than Mother 

Nature? 

How Soap Nuts Work 

Whether you wash by hand or with a machine, soap nuts produce a nice lather that eliminates 

debris, grease, and grime. Saponins are a natural surfactant, meaning they distribute the surface 

tension of water. This allows the soapberry–water mixture to penetrate fabrics and lift out dirt and 

oil. 

Exchange your detergent and fabric softener for the Australian soap berry, and you’ll enjoy clean, 

soft clothes without odours or fake fragrances. 

Simple to Use! 

1. To use soapnuts in your washing machine, place 3-6 whole shells in a cotton wash bag (or 

odd sock) and place it in the washing machine with your washing. 

2. Run the cycle as normal and remove the soapnuts. 

3. Reuse them 4-6 times (or longer in cold water cycles!) 

4. Compost them in your garden. 

5. Enjoy an eco-friendly laundry routine! 

Soapnuts can also be boiled into a liquid concentrate and used as a general-purpose cleaner, 

shampoo, hand soap... lots of things! 

Ready to See the Magic of Organiberry? 

Grab your first set of soapnuts and start enjoying Mother Nature’s soap! 

[CTA] Purchase Your Soapnuts Now  
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